Introduction {#sec1}
============

It is important to reliably identify individuals with significant risk of developing dementia in the cognitively normal population in order to test the efficacy of interventions to stop or slow progression before substantial, irreversible neurodegeneration takes place ([@ref52], [@ref53]). Subjective cognitive decline (SCD), or the self-perception of decline in cognition despite normal neuropsychological test scores, is a potentially valuable measure relevant to the risk of future pathologic objective cognitive decline ([@ref27]). Cognitively normal individuals reporting SCD, particularly those who specifically report subjective memory decline (SMD), are more likely to have abnormal levels of Alzheimer's disease (AD) biomarkers and are at increased risk of developing AD dementia ([@ref5]; [@ref36]; [@ref32]; [@ref37]; [@ref29]; [@ref1]; [@ref7]; [@ref40]; [@ref58]; [@ref60]). Despite this, SMD alone is not specific enough to reliably predict future pathologic objective cognitive decline largely because it is a state that can result from varied etiology ([@ref38]; [@ref27]). The ease with which SMD data can be collected and evidence supporting that those who endorse it are at greater risk for dementia have resulted in an increased focus on research into SMD and how reports of this state are managed in clinical practice ([@ref25]; [@ref43]).

A better understanding of the neural systems underlying the state of SMD is warranted given the increased research focus on this topic, potential clinical relevance, varied etiology, and lack of sensitivity of neuropsychological tests to this state. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a noninvasive, widely available, and versatile imaging modality that has been used to study SMD, and MRI measures have been shown to be sensitive to it ([@ref48]; [@ref19]; [@ref65]; [@ref68]; [@ref9]; [@ref45]; [@ref31]; [@ref63]). Studies that have assessed differences in brain volume between those who report SMD and those who do not have consistently reported decreased hippocampal volume in individuals who report SMD ([@ref59]; [@ref48]; [@ref56]; [@ref19]; [@ref9]). SMD was treated as a binary factor in most of these studies, thus it is unclear whether whole hippocampal or subfield volumes are associated with the severity of SMD or whether those with smaller hippocampal volumes are more likely to report SMD as they age. The handful of studies examining resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) patterns in cognitively normal individuals with SMD have reported mixed results; most have similarly treated SMD as binary. Some rsFC studies have found stronger rsFC in those reporting SMD ([@ref19]; [@ref31]), whereas others have found weaker rsFC in those reporting SMD ([@ref65]; [@ref68]; [@ref63]). Some of these studies have focused on the default mode network (DMN), which is heavily associated with memory function and self-referential processing and affected in aging and AD (see [@ref8] for review; [@ref3], [@ref2]; [@ref1j], [@ref30]). However, these rsFC studies do not focus on rsFC patterns between the hippocampus and the rest of the brain despite the central role of the hippocampus in memory ([@ref54]) and AD ([@ref23], [@ref24]), and the reported effects of SMD on hippocampal volume. This, in addition to the small number of studies and mixed direction of findings, calls for additional study of the rsFC patterns associated with SMD in order to further our understanding of how the state of SMD is represented in the brain and the specifics of hippocampal involvement in this state. The diversity of neuroimaging measures that can be derived from MRI data makes it a promising tool for gaining a better understanding of the state of SMD and determining the types of MRI measures that are most closely associated with SMD. Furthermore, these aspects of MRI may eventually help pinpoint more reliable imaging biomarkers for differentiating between those in the cognitively normal population who express features in the brain that are early signs of dementia from those who express features solely related to factors such as mood and medication, both of which can impact memory.

Our overarching goal in this cross-sectional study was to assess the patterns of hippocampal volume and interactions between the hippocampus and the rest of the brain that are closely associated with the presence and severity of SMD in the same sample of cognitively normal individuals. Our hypothesis was that individuals reporting SMD would have smaller hippocampal volumes and differential rsFC between the hippocampus and the rest of the brain, particularly the DMN, due to the central role of the hippocampus and DMN in memory. To test this, we treated SMD as a binary and a continuous variable in separate analyses. The first set of analyses separated our cognitively normal sample into 2 groups: those reporting elevated levels of SMD (SMD+) and those not reporting SMD (SMD−). The second set treated SMD as a continuous variable, allowing us to examine the hippocampal volumetric and rsFC variables most closely associated with the severity of reported SMD. Treating SMD as both binary and continuous is important to effectively interpret our results in the context of the existing literature (much of which has considered SMD as binary) while also providing new information on hippocampal features associated with the severity of perceived memory decline.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Participant Demographics, Clinical and Neuropsychological Assessment, and Definition of SMD {#sec3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data were obtained from the research registry of the Boston University Alzheimer's Disease Center (BUADC). The BUADC is one of 32 centers ([nia.nih.gov/health/alzhiemers-disease-research-centers](http://nia.nih.gov/health/alzhiemers-disease-research-centers)) funded by the National Institute on Aging and contributes data to the National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center. A description of the registry is provided elsewhere ([@ref16]). All participants received a consensus diagnosis of cognitively normal through the evaluation of neuropsychological scores and clinical/health information. Participants completed a number of cognitive measures, including the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), the List Learning test from the Neuropsychological Assessment Battery (NAB) ([@ref1w]), Trailmaking Test Part B, the short form of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) and some participants underwent apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotyping. Cognitively normal participants with MRI scans were selected for this study, which resulted in data from 53 participants being used. The collection of these data was approved by the institutional review board at the Boston University School of Medicine and conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. All participants gave written informed consent.

The Cognitive Change Index (CCI) is a 20-item scale of cognitive ability that asks individuals whether they feel their ability in multiple cognitive domains has been stable or decreased over the past 5 years ([@ref44]). We used the first 12, memory-based items of the CCI to separate our participants into SMD+ and SMD− in our first set of analyses and as a measure of the severity of SMD in our second set of analyses. All references to CCI score in this paper refer to participants' responses to these first 12 items at a single time point. BUADC participants complete the CCI at each yearly visit; the CCI score closest to the date of each participant's MRI scan was used. Participants were classified as SMD+ if their score on these 12 CCI items totaled 16 or greater ([@ref1a]), resulting in 29 SMD+ and 24 SMD− participants. Demographic information on these groups is shown in [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}. In analyses treating SMD as continuous, participants' total score on the same 12 CCI items represented the severity of SMD with higher scores representing stronger perception of memory decline.

###### 

Sample demographics

  Demographic variable                                                                                               Mean (Standard deviation)   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------
  Age (years)                                                                                                        72.1 (±10.4)                71.8 (±6.04)
  Sex (male/female)                                                                                                  9/15                        10/19
  Education (years)                                                                                                  15.5 (±2.67)                16.7 (±1.93)
  Resting-state fMRI mean absolute displacement                                                                      0.246 (±0.183)              0.299 (±0.188)
  Resting-state fMRI mean relative displacement                                                                      0.191 (±0.090)              0.215 (±0.104)
  APOE ε4 alleles (number of participants with at least one allele/number of participants with APOE data in group)   5/20                        8/19
  APOE ε2 alleles (number of participants with at least one allele/number of participants with APOE data in group)   4/20                        1/19
  CCI (12 memory items only)                                                                                         13.4 (±1.1)                 23.4 (±7.07)^\*\*^
  MMSE                                                                                                               29.0 (±1.02)                29.1 (±0.860)
  NAB List Learning short delay (raw)                                                                                8.79 (±2.25)                8.41 (±2.23)
  NAB List Learning long delay (raw)                                                                                 8.54 (±2.17)                8.41 (±1.97)
  NAB retention (raw)                                                                                                0.941 (±0.0902)             0.931 (±0.0972)
  Trailmaking test Part B (raw, seconds)                                                                             72.5 (±27.6)                75.4 (±24.5)
  GDS                                                                                                                0.458 (±0.977)              0.966 (±1.15)^\*^

Notes: The mean and standard deviation of each variable is listed for SMD− and SMD+. For sex, the number of males and females per group is listed. For APOE alleles, the number of participants with at least one APOE ε4 or ε2 allele per group is listed over the number of participants for which APOE data were available in each group. APOE data was not available for 4 SMD− participants and 10 SMD+ participants. Only one participant had 2 APOE ε4 alleles, and this participant was in the SMD+ group. ^\*^*P* \< 0.05, ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.0001.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging {#sec4}
--------------------------

T1-weighted (T1W) and resting-state functional MRI (rsfMRI) data were collected at the Center for Biomedical Imaging at the Boston University School of Medicine on a Philips 3T Achieva scanner (Best, the Netherlands) using a 32-channel head coil. T1W magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sagittal images were acquired (repetition time/echo time \[TR/TE\] = 6.7/3.1 ms; acquisition matrix = 256 × 254, 150 slices; field of view \[FOV\] = 250 × 250 × 180 mm; voxel size = 0.98 × 0.98 × 1.2 mm; flip angle = 9°). Although rsfMRI data were collected, participants were asked to stay awake, fixate on a white dot and let their minds wander for 10 min. The rsfMRI data consisted of T2^\*^-weighted axial images with blood oxygenation level dependent contrast (TR/TE = 3000/30 ms; acquisition matrix = 64 × 59, 48 slices; FOV = 212 × 198.75 × 159 mm; voxel size = 3.31 × 3.31 × 3.31 mm; echo planar imaging \[EPI\] factor = 59).

Image Processing {#sec5}
----------------

All MRI scans were converted from digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) to neuroimaging informatics technology initiative format (NIfTI) using dcm2nii and visually inspected for artifacts before use. Data from participants whose rsfMRI data contained motion spikes greater than 3 mm were not used.

Hippocampal Subfields {#sec6}
---------------------

T1W images were processed with the recon-all pipeline, including automated hippocampal subfield segmentation ([@ref22]) in FreeSurfer v6.0 (<https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>); subfields were visually inspected to ensure no gross errors in segmentation were present. None were present and no manual edits were made to the segmentation maps. Subfield volumes, whole hippocampal volumes, and estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV) were extracted. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative hippocampal subfield segmentation. A total of 26 hippocampal volumetric measures were extracted: left/right whole hippocampal volume and 12 subfields from each hemisphere. All hippocampal volumetric measures were adjusted for age and eTIV using a regression model built from the data of all 53 participants. Age- and eTIV-adjusted volumes were used in all analyses.

![A representative hippocampal subfield segmentation from one participant is shown. Subfield segmentations were performed in FreeSurfer v6.0, which divides the hippocampus into 12 subfields in each hemisphere. Most of the subfields are shown in this image, with the parasubiculum, fimbria, and hippocampal-amygdala transition area (HATA) not pictured. All subfields volumes were adjusted for eTIV and age.](tgaa019f1){#f1}

Hippocampal rsFC {#sec7}
----------------

A single-session independent components analysis was run on each participant's rsfMRI data using MELODIC v3.14 ([@ref15]) in FSL v5.08 ([@ref26]). The first 10 volumes of each scan were discarded. Preprocessing included highpass filtering (cutoff = 100 s), motion correction (MCFLIRT) and spatial smoothing (full width half maximum \[FWHM\] = 5 mm). Timecourses were variance-normalized and automatic dimensionality estimation was performed. The preprocessed data output from MELODIC were entered into FSL's FIX v1.06 ([@ref18]; [@ref46]) and processed using the Standard.RData trained-weights file, a threshold of 20 and additional motion cleanup. FIX automatically classifies the components that constitute the output of MELODIC as noise or signal. In rsfMRI analyses, it is particularly important to account for components of the signal reflecting noise due to motion, susceptibility, cardiac pulsations, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid pulsations. A single viewer (Dr Zajac) visually inspected all components to ensure the accuracy of FIX component classification, as is recommended when FIX is run using the standard training data. Components that the viewer determined to be misclassified as signal or noise based on visual inspection of the spatial pattern, the timecourse, and the frequency composition of the component were accurately relabeled as signal or noise. The components classified as noise were then regressed out of the rsfMRI data. Nonlinear registration with a warp resolution of 2 mm was used to transform data into MNI152 2 mm space. All registrations were visually inspected to ensure accurate alignment with the MNI template.

The rsFC strength was calculated between the head and body of the hippocampus and 264 spherical regions of interest (ROIs) defined by [@ref42], which will be referred to as the Power ROIs throughout. To create hippocampal head and body ROIs, hippocampal maps generated in the recon-all pipeline in FreeSurfer v6.0 were divided into head, body, and tail using the method described in [@ref17]. Each participant's left or right hippocampal ROI (defined in FreeSurfer's recon-all pipeline) was loaded into Freeview and viewed in the sagittal plane. To define the boundary between the head and body of the hippocampus, the editor (Dr Zajac) first advanced medially to the last slice where the head and the body of the hippocampal ROI were continuous (i.e., connected by ROI voxels). The most narrow point between the head and the body that did not include any portion of the head was selected with the cursor and then viewed in the coronal plane. This was defined as the first slice of the hippocampal body ROI; all coronal slices anterior to the hippocampal ROI were defined as the hippocampal head ROI. To define the boundary between the body and the tail of the hippocampus, the editor advanced posteriorly through coronal sections until the first section in which the fimbria of the fornix was fully evident. This was defined as the first slice of the hippocampal tail. All coronal slices anterior to this slice and posterior to the head-body hippocampal boundary as defined above were defined as the hippocampal body ROI. This process was carried out for the left and the right hippocampus separately. Head and body hippocampal labels from each hemisphere were extracted as volumes in each participant's anatomical space, eroded by one voxel to prevent overlap, and nonlinearly transformed into MNI152 2 mm space. The accuracy of each transformation was ensured. To create the Power ROIs, binary, spherical regions with a 10 mm diameter were centered at the MNI coordinates corresponding to the 264 Power ROIs. The coordinates of these ROIs were obtained from the supplementary information associated with [@ref42] and network assignments for each ROI were obtained from [www.jonathanpower.net](http://www.jonathanpower.net). The Power ROIs are categorized into the following 13 networks: somatomotor network (SOM), auditory network (AUD), visual network (VIS), DMN, memory retrieval network (MRN), dorsal attention network (DAN), ventral attention network (VAN), salience network (SN), cingulo-opercular task control network (COTCN), frontoparietal task control network (FPTCN), subcortical network (SUB), cerebellar network (CER) and uncertain.

The rsFC strength between hippocampal and Power ROIs was calculated using CONN toolbox v18.a ([@ref1ww]) running in MATLAB R2017a. Each participant's preprocessed rsfMRI data were band-pass filtered (0.01--0.1 Hz). Bivariate correlations between the head and body of the left and right hippocampus and Power ROIs were performed and transformed into *z*-scores, which yielded a 4 × 264 hippocampal rsFC matrix for each participant. The *z*-score in each cell of these matrices represents the functional connectivity strength between the head or body of the left or right hippocampus and another region of the brain. [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} displays a schematic summarizing these rsFC calculations.

![A schematic representing hippocampal rsFC strength calculations is shown. Top left: representative RHeadHipp (red) and body of the hippocampus (yellow) ROIs are shown overlaid on preprocessed rsfMRI data in MNI 2 mm space. The hippocampal mask generated in FreeSurfer v6.0 was divided into head, body, and tail to create the head and body ROIs. Bottom left: a Power ROI that belongs to the DMN is shown overlaid on preprocessed rsfMRI data in MNI 2 mm space. Each Power ROI was a 10 mm-diameter binary sphere, and there were 264 Power ROIs in total. For each participant, the average band-pass filtered blood oxygenation level-dependent timeseries from the right and left head and body of the hippocampus and each Power ROI was extracted. Examples are shown in this image. Bivariate correlation was run between each hippocampal ROI timeseries and each Power ROI timeseries, transformed to *z*-scores and assembled into a 4 × 264 rsFC matrix (right). A representative rsFC matrix from one participant is shown, in which yellow represents strong rsFC and dark blue represents weak rsFC. The Power ROIs are largely grouped by brain network, and these are shown to the left of the matrix.](tgaa019f2){#f2}

Statistics {#sec8}
----------

### Demographic Variables {#sec9}

The following analyses were performed in JMP Pro v13. Assessing whether the SMD+ and SMD− groups differed in factors other than the degree of reported SMD was important to our analyses treating SMD as binary. Continuous demographic variables were compared between groups using two-tailed *t*-tests (age) or Wilcoxon tests (education, CCI score, GDS, MMSE, and rsfMRI motion). Nominal demographic variables (sex, APOE ε2 and ε4 alleles) were compared using chi-square tests. The effect of group on NAB List Learning (short delay, long delay and retention) and Trailmaking Test Part B raw scores was tested with age, education and sex as covariates. For these comparisons, *P* values of less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Relevant to our analyses treating SMD as continuous, we assessed whether any demographic variables (age, education, sex, APOE ε4, APOE 2, MMSE, and GDS) were significantly associated with CCI score. Demographic variables that showed a significant relationship with CCI score were assessed in greater detail with respect to volumetric and rsFC results, and these analyses are described in the Results section. We also assessed whether NAB List Learning (short delay, long delay, and retention) and Trailmaking Test Part B raw scores were associated with CCI score, and age, education and sex were included as covariates. For these analyses, *P* values of less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

### Hippocampal Volume Between-Group Analyses {#sec10}

One-tailed *t*-tests were performed predicting smaller age- and eTIV-adjusted whole hippocampal and subfield volumes in individuals with SMD+. First, whole hippocampal volumes were tested. For these tests, *P* values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. We then assessed whether SMD effects were present in specific subfields. false discovery rate (FDR)-adjusted *P* values were calculated for the set of subfield volume tests ([@ref69]), and FDR-adjusted *P* values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

### Hippocampal rsFC Strength Between-Group Analyses {#sec11}

Two-tailed *t*-tests were performed to identify differential connections between the left head, left body, right head and right body of the hippocampus and the 264 Power ROIs (264 connections associated with each ROI, 1056 connections total). Due to the large number of connections, we assessed the significance of "patterns" of differential connectivity in 2 ways. The first way focused on the number of differential connections per hippocampal ROI. We examined this to assess whether the connectivity between one hippocampal region and the rest of the brain was affected more strongly than the other hippocampal regions in SMD+. Once we performed the *t*-tests and visualized differential connections, it was clear that the number of differential connections between the right body of the hippocampus and the Power ROIs was much larger than the number of differential connections between the other 3 hippocampal ROIs and the Power ROIs. Furthermore, all but one differential connection were weaker in SMD+ relative to SMD−, so we only considered differences in this direction moving forward. To test whether the number of weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and the rest of the brain in SMD+ was significantly greater than the number of weaker connections between the other hippocampal ROIs and the rest of the brain, we created a difference score \[rsFC difference score = (\# right body hippocampus conns significantly weaker in SMD+) -- (sum of the \# of left head, left body and right head hippocampus conns significantly weaker in SMD+)\]. Group labels were randomly permuted 10 000 times to create a distribution of difference scores, and we tested whether our difference score was greater than chance (*P* = 0.05). For this analysis, a *P* value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Permutation analyses were performed in MATLAB R2017a.

The second way we assessed differential connectivity was adapted from the contingency network analysis approach described in [@ref55] and recently applied in the context of SCD in [@ref11]. Briefly, this approach uses permutation tests to determine whether the number of differential connections per resting-state network is greater than chance. We applied this within the set of differential connections involving the right body of the hippocampus and tested whether the number of weaker connections between this region and any of the 13 resting-state networks into which the Power ROIs are classified was greater than chance. We randomly permuted the group labels 10 000 times to create a distribution of the number of weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and each network. We tested whether the number of weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and each network was greater than chance (*P* = 0.05). FDR-adjusted *P* values were calculated for the set of network-specific tests ([@ref69]). For these analyses, FDR-adjusted *P* values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

### Hippocampal Volume and rsFC Strength Correlational Analyses with CCI Score {#sec12}

We performed a similar set of analyses to those described above but treated SMD as a continuous variable. Linear correlations were performed between left and right whole hippocampal and subfield volumes and CCI score. One-tailed tests predicting an inverse relationship between CCI score and age- and eTIV-adjusted whole hippocampal and subfield volumes were performed. For the whole hippocampal volume correlation analyses, P values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. For the set of subfield volume correlation analyses, FDR-adjusted *p* values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Linear correlations with no predicted direction were also performed between CCI score and hippocampal rsFC strength and the 2 approaches described in section Hippocampal rsFC Strength Between-Group Analyses were applied to determine the significance of the analyses. All significant linear correlations were inverse; those with higher CCI scores (i.e., more severe SMD) had weaker rsFC strength between the hippocampus and the rest of the brain. Similar to the between-group analyses, it was clear that a majority of these significant inverse correlations involved interactions between the right body of the hippocampus and Power ROIs. We tested whether the number of connections between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain regions showing an inverse correlation with CCI score was significantly greater than chance using a difference score analogous to that described in section Hippocampal rsFC Strength Between-Group Analyses. For this analysis, a *P* value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Similarly, we assessed network specificity among these inverse relationships between CCI score and rsFC strength. We randomly permuted CCI scores 10 000 times and created a distribution of the number of significant inverse correlations between the right body of the hippocampus and each brain network. We then tested whether the number of significant inverse correlations between CCI score and rsFC strength with each brain network was greater than chance (*P* = 0.05). FDR-adjusted *P* values were calculated for the set of network specific tests ([@ref69]). For these analyses, FDR-adjusted *P* values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

### Hippocampal Volume and rsFC Strength Correlational Analyses with GDS Score {#sec13}

Because the details of the relationship between depressive symptoms (clinical or subclinical), SMD and hippocampal features in aged adults are not fully understood, we conducted an exploratory analysis that examined what patterns of hippocampal FC were correlated with GDS score using the same approach used to carry out the CCI score analyses.

Results {#sec14}
=======

Demographic Variables {#sec15}
---------------------

Most demographic variables did not differ significantly between SMD+ and SMD− ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}). By design, memory CCI score was significantly higher in SMD+ (*P* \< 0.0001). GDS score was also significantly higher in SMD+ (*P* = 0.0303), which has been reported by others ([@ref59]; [@ref38]; [@ref1]; [@ref35]). GDS score reflected subclinical depressive symptoms for all participants, most reported no symptoms at all, \[score range = 0--4; score 0 (*n* = 32), score 1 (*n* = 10), score 2 (*n* = 5), score 3 (*n* = 5), score 4 (*n* = 1)\] and GDS score differed by an average of one point between groups. We assessed whether this single-point average difference was due to GDS item 10: "Do you feel you have more problems with memory than most?" because a greater number of individuals in the SMD+ group responded yes to this question (7 SMD+ vs. 1 SMD−, *P* = 0.0318). We subtracted the response to this question from participants' total GDS scores and the group difference in GDS score no longer remained (*P* = 0.121), ultimately reflecting a lack of significant difference in subclinical depressive symptoms between groups that is not related to memory.

Similarly, most demographic variables did not show a significant relationship with memory CCI score (range = 12--41). As expected, there was a significant positive relationship between GDS and CCI score (*P* = 0.0002) that remained, but was weaker, when subtracting the response to GDS item 10 (*P* = 0.0135). For this reason, in addition to the fact that the details of the relationship between depressive symptoms, SMD, and hippocampal features in aged adults are not fully understood, we assessed whether our correlational results remained significant when controlling for GDS score and we performed exploratory analyses between hippocampal rsFC strength and GDS score that were analogous to those performed with CCI score ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No other demographic variables showed significant relationships with CCI score.

Hippocampal Volume Between-Group Analyses {#sec16}
-----------------------------------------

[Table 2](#TB2){ref-type="table"} shows the average age- and eTIV-adjusted whole hippocampal and subfield volumes in each group. Left hippocampal volume was significantly decreased in SMD+ (*P* = 0.0412). Five subfield volumes in the left hemisphere were also significantly decreased in SMD+: tail (*P* = 0.0293), cornu ammonis (CA) 1 (*P* = 0.00875), molecular layer (*P* = 0.0425), CA3 (*P* = 0.0251) and CA4 (*P* = 0.0344). Differences in subfield volumes did not survive correction for multiple comparisons.

###### 

Average age- and eTIV-adjusted whole hippocampal and subfield volumes

  Hippocampal regional volume   SMD− average volume (standard deviation)   SMD+ average volume (standard deviation)
  ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------
  Left whole hippocampus        65.0 (±261)                                −53.8 (±227)^\*^
  Left hippocampal tail         17.5 (±62.4)                               −14.5 (±57.5)^\*^
  Left subiculum                1.84 (±42.7)                               −1.52(±40.6)
  Left CA1                      19.1 (±51.8)                               −15.9 (±51.6)^\*\*^
  Left hippocampal fissure      6.22 (±26.2)                               −5.12 (±30.8)
  Left presubiculum             −0.504 (±34.4)                             0.417 (±35.7)
  Left parasubiculum            −0.083 (±13.4)                             0.0687 (±12.9)
  Left molecular layer          10.9 (±42)                                 −8.99 (±40.1)^\*^
  Left granule cell layer/DG    3.93 (±23.6)                               −3.25 (±18.6)
  Left CA3                      7.15 (±27.1)                               −5.92 (±18)^\*^
  Left CA4                      5.07 (±20.6)                               −4.2 (±15.7)^\*^
  Left fimbria                  −0.714 (±17.7)                             0.591 (±17.1)
  Left HATA                     0.871 (±9.25)                              −0.721 (±7.97)
  Right whole hippocampus       20.1 (±258)                                −16.7 (±214)
  Right hippocampal tail        5.54 (±48.4)                               −4.59 (±43.8)
  Right subiculum               0.879 (±47.7)                              −0.727 (±30.2)
  Right CA1                     2.72 (±66.7)                               −2.25 (±55.6)
  Right hippocampal fissure     −3.2 (±28.6)                               2.65 (±37.5)
  Right presubiculum            2.93 (±34.3)                               −2.43 (±24.1)
  Right parasubiculum           0.293 (±7.6)                               −0.242 (±7.69)
  Right molecular layer         3.93 (±50)                                 −3.25 (±40.7)
  Right granule cell layer/DG   0.332 (±21.8)                              −0.274 (±27.1)
  Right CA3                     0.54 (±20.4)                               −0.447 (±25.6)
  Right CA4                     1.37 (±18.2)                               −1.13 (±22.9)
  Right fimbria                 1.13 (±18.3)                               −0.934 (±14.8)
  Right HATA                    0.466 (±9.99)                              −0.386 (±8.17)

Notes: ^\*^*P* \< 0.05, ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.01 (uncorrected).

Hippocampal rsFC Strength Between-Group Analyses {#sec17}
------------------------------------------------

Hippocampal rsFC strength with the rest of the brain was decreased in SMD+; 68 of 69 connections were weaker in SMD+ ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 68 weaker connections, 1 involved the left head, 11 involved the left body and 10 involved the right head of the hippocampus. All of these are below the false positive rate of 13 differential connections per hippocampal region expected for an alpha of 0.05. In contrast, 46 connections involving the right body of the hippocampus were weaker in SMD+. The number of significantly weaker connections involving the right body of the hippocampus relative to the number involving the other 3 hippocampal regions combined was significantly greater than chance (*P* = 0.0071).

![Differential hippocampal rsFC in SMD+ versus SMD−. The 69 hippocampal rsFC variables showing differential connectivity in SMD+ relative to SMD− displayed (left) on a Circos graph ([@ref33]) and a subset of these variables represented (right) on cortical surfaces created in Brain Net Viewer v1.6 ([@ref67]). The colors displayed on the legend represent specific brain networks. The colors of the regions displayed on the circular boundary on the Circos graphs and the spheres on the cortical surfaces correspond to these brain networks. The circular boundary on the Circos graph displays the 264 Power ROIs grouped by the networks shown in the legend. The black regions on the Circos graph represent the left and right head and body of the hippocampus. The red and blue lines on the Circos graph represent connections between hippocampal ROIs and Power ROIs that were significantly stronger in SMD+ and SMD−, respectively. The numbers on the Circos graph correspond to specific Power ROIs whose connectivity strength with any of the hippocampal ROIs differed between groups. The number of connections between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain regions weaker in SMD+ relative to the number of weaker connections between the other hippocampal regions and the rest of the brain combined was greater than chance. Only the nodes showing weaker rsFC strength with the right body of the hippocampus in SMD+ are displayed on the cortical surfaces on the right. The number of weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and regions in the DMN (pale green nodes, right) was significantly greater than chance and survived correction for multiple comparisons. LBodyHipp, left body of the hippocampus; LHeadHipp, left head of the hippocampus.](tgaa019f3){#f3}

We next assessed whether the weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and the rest of the brain in SMD+ showed a network-specific pattern. The number of significantly weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and the auditory (*P* = 0.0355), default mode (*P* = 0.0038), memory retrieval (*P* = 0.029), frontoparietal task control (*P* = 0.014) and subcortical (*P* = 0.0364) networks were all greater than chance. Only the number of weaker connections between the right body of the hippocampus and the DMN survived multiple comparison correction (*P*~FDR~ = 0.0494).

Hippocampal Volume and rsFC Strength Correlational Analyses with CCI Score {#sec18}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neither whole hippocampal nor subfield volumes were significantly correlated with CCI score (*P*'s all greater than 0.05); we did not pursue these analyses further.

In contrast, CCI score showed significant inverse correlations with rsFC strength between the hippocampus and several brain regions ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). All 115 significant correlations were inverse---those with higher CCI score had weaker rsFC strength between the hippocampus and the rest of the brain. Of these 115 relationships, 85 involved the right body of the hippocampus, well above the false positive rate of 13. Of the remaining relationships, 4 involved the left head, 12 involved the left body and 14 involved the RHeadHipp. Similar to the results presented in section Hippocampal rsFC Strength Between-Group Analyses, the number of inverse correlations between CCI score and rsFC strength involving the right body of the hippocampus relative to the number of inverse correlations involving the other 3 hippocampal regions combined was significantly greater than chance (*P* = 0.0007). We assessed whether right hippocampal volume was a mediator of the inverse correlations found between SMD severity and rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain regions. All relationships remained significant when either raw or age and eTIV-adjusted right hippocampal volume was included as a covariate in the analyses.

![Hippocampal rsFC strength is inversely associated with SMD severity. The 115 connections between hippocampal and Power ROIs showing an inverse relationship with CCI score are displayed on the Circos graph. No positive relationships were found. The number of connections between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain regions showing an inverse relationship with SMD relative to the number of connections between the other hippocampal regions and the rest of the brain showing an inverse relationship with SMD severity combined was greater than chance. The number of connections between the right body of the hippocampus and regions in the SOM, AUD, COTCN, FPTCN, DAN, and DMN inversely associated with SMD severity was significantly greater than chance and survived correction for multiple comparisons. The nodes representing the brain regions within these 6 networks whose connection strength with the right body of the hippocampus showed an inverse relationship with SMD severity are displayed on the right on cortical surfaces created in Brain Net Viewer v1.6 ([@ref67]).](tgaa019f4){#f4}

We next assessed the network specificity of the 85 significant inverse correlations involving the right body of the hippocampus. The number of relationships between CCI score and rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and somatomotor (*P* = 0.0044), cingulo-opercular task control (*P* = 0.0094), auditory (*P* = 0.0041), default mode (*P* = 0.008), frontoparietal task control (*P* = 0.0103), subcortical (*P* = 0.0382) and dorsal attention (*P* = 0.014) networks were significantly greater than chance. All of these remained significant after multiple comparison correction except for specificity related to the subcortical network: somatomotor (*P*~FDR~  = 0.0268), cingulo-opercular task control (*P*~FDR~  = 0.0268), auditory (*P*~FDR~  = 0.0268), default mode (*P*~FDR~  = 0.0268), frontoparietal task control (*P*~FDR~  = 0.0268) and dorsal attention (*P*~FDR~  = 0.0303) networks.

In light of the results discussed above and the significant correlation between GDS and CCI score noted in section Demographic Variables, we examined the correlations between GDS score and hippocampal rsFC strength. First, we assessed whether the rsFC strength of any connections involving the right body of the hippocampus whose strength was significantly correlated with CCI score was significantly correlated with GDS score. Only 10 connections between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain regions showed a significant correlation with GDS score and all of them were positive (those with higher GDS scores had stronger hippocampal connectivity). Only 1 of these 10 connections overlapped with the 85 whose strength was inversely correlated with CCI score. This connection was with the "uncertain" network, which is a collection of ROIs that could not be confidently assigned to any of the other 12 networks. To further verify that GDS score was not associated with our CCI score results, we assessed whether significant relationships between CCI score and rsFC strength of the 85 connections between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain regions remained significant when controlling for GDS. Of these 85 relationships between rsFC strength and CCI score, 82 remained significant, 2 dropped to trend significance (*P* \< 0.06) and 1 was no longer significant when controlling for GDS score. Lastly, exploratory analyses showed that GDS score was exclusively positively correlated with hippocampal rsFC strength, particularly between the left hippocampus and the rest of the brain ([Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, these analyses show that it is unlikely that our results related to CCI score are confounded by subclinical depressive symptoms.

Discussion {#sec19}
==========

Our results support smaller left hippocampal volume and weaker rsFC between the right body of the hippocampus and the DMN in cognitively normal individuals reporting SMD. The rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and select brain networks, including those involved in memory, executive function and attention, was inversely associated with the severity of SMD, whereas hippocampal volume was not. This suggests that hippocampal rsFC patterns capture the current state of SMD in cognitively normal aged adults better than hippocampal volume, which may simply be a risk factor for SMD or may represent recent atrophy that is generally reflected in the current state of SMD ([@ref10]). Lastly, subclinical depressive symptoms were not associated with the above findings, and exploratory analyses showed that the severity of SMD and subclinical depressive symptoms are associated with different hippocampal connectivity patterns.

Left Hippocampal Volume and Subfield Volumes are Smaller in SMD+ {#sec20}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Our results showing decreased left whole hippocampal and left subfield volumes in SMD align well with the literature on SMD and more generally SCD, which may or may not specifically encompass SMD ([@ref59]; [@ref28]; [@ref48]; [@ref56]; [@ref49]; [@ref41]; [@ref9]; [@ref45]). Specifically, our results favoring involvement of the left hippocampus in SMD are reflected in the literature ([@ref59]; [@ref28]; [@ref56]; [@ref7]; [@ref9]; [@ref21]), and others have additionally noted the early vulnerability of the left hippocampus in AD ([@ref57]; [@ref51]; [@ref50]). One recent study of hippocampal subfield volumes in cognitively normal individuals with SMD that used a highly similar, if not identical, automatic hippocampal subfield segmentation to the present study found smaller left molecular layer, CA1, CA4, dentate gyrus (DG) and whole hippocampal volumes in SMD ([@ref9]). Though our individual subfield results did not survive correction for multiple comparisons, we similarly found smaller left molecular layer, CA1, CA4, CA3, tail and whole hippocampal volumes in those with SMD. Left CA1 volume showed the strongest volume difference between groups, which aligns with the specific and important role of CA1 in human memory ([@ref70]; [@ref6]). In line with this, [@ref41] found decreased CA1 volume in cognitively normal individuals reporting SCD. Both cognitively normal individuals with SCD and individuals with AD in that study showed decreased volume throughout CA1 when compared with cognitively normal individuals without SCD. Our findings support differences in left hippocampal structure between cognitively normal individuals with and without SMD.

Weaker rsFC Strength between the right body of the hippocampus and the DMN in SMD+ {#sec21}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hippocampal rsFC strength was largely decreased in individuals reporting SMD. Weaker interactions between the right body of the hippocampus and the rest of the brain, specifically the DMN, were found in those reporting SMD. The DMN is a heavily studied brain network with relevance to aging and AD ([@ref8]; [@ref20]). Many have reported decreased rsFC between DMN regions in normal aging that is further decreased in the context of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and AD ([@ref13]). The DMN has been associated with memory and self-referential processing, and stronger rsFC within the DMN has been associated with better memory function and other aspects of cognition ([@ref3]; [@ref47]; [@ref64]; [@ref66]; though see [@ref30] and [@ref61] for both positive and inverse associations between DMN rsFC patterns and cognition). In line with these aspects of the DMN, we found that rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and the DMN is weaker in individuals reporting SMD, which was also found by [@ref65] in an independent data set. Weaker rsFC between the hippocampus and DMN regions could thus reflect subtle memory changes that standard neuropsychological tests are unable to capture but that self-reported memory decline can capture. Our results align with the literature on the DMN in the context of aging and AD, the increased risk of pathological aging in those who report SMD and support a biological basis for SMD within memory systems.

The results of the studies that have investigated the DMN in the context of SMD and SCD are varied. As noted above, [@ref65] found decreased rsFC between the right hippocampus and the DMN in SCD, which was further decreased in amnestic MCI. [@ref12] found that SCD severity was associated with decreased rsFC strength in several brain networks, including the DMN, across the AD spectrum. [@ref63] recently reported decreased posterior memory system rsFC, which largely overlaps with the DMN, in cognitively normal individuals with SMD. Using magnetoencephalography, [@ref34] found decreased rsFC strength within the posterior DMN in SCD, which was also present in individuals with MCI. In contrast, [@ref19] exclusively found increased rsFC within the DMN, including between the hippocampus and other regions in the network, in SMD. Similarly, [@ref61] recently reported increased rsFC strength between the posterior DMN and medial temporal memory system in SMD. Although we did not examine the rsFC strength between DMN regions, we found that rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and specifically the DMN was reduced in SMD, suggesting greater isolation of this region of the hippocampus from the DMN in the state of SMD. Our analyses treating SMD as a continuous variable also supported this.

The rsFC Strength between the right body of the hippocampus and Specific Brain Networks is Inversely Associated with the Severity of SMD {#sec22}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When we treated SMD as continuous, we found that hippocampal volume was not associated with it, but rsFC patterns were. The severity of SMD was strongly associated with the interactions between the right body of the hippocampus and specific brain networks, notably those involved in memory (DMN), executive function (COTCN, FPTCN) and attention (DAN), as well as those involved in sensorimotor function (AUD, SOM). The interpretation of the inverse relationship between the severity of SMD and rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and the DMN is straightforward due to the strong association between the hippocampus and DMN with memory function and was discussed in the previous section. The inverse relationships between the severity of SMD and rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and the other networks can be interpreted in 2 contexts that are not mutually exclusive. The first context is a functional model of SCD recently proposed by [@ref62]. In this model, the authors propose that changes in the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe lead to disruptions in short-range, and notably, long-range connections between the DMN, executive control, and SNs. These disruptions (which would be reflected as weaker rsFC strength) then lead to memory encoding, memory retrieval, and executive functioning inefficiencies that cause the experience of SCD. Though we did not specifically examine rsFC patterns between these networks, our findings of weaker rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and the DMN, cingulo-opercular task control and frontoparietal task control networks align with this model. Longitudinal studies that measure hippocampal volume, hippocampal activity during memory tasks, and rsFC patterns in SMD and SCD will be informative in continuing to investigate this model. The second interpretive context is the possibility that the individuals in this study were also experiencing subjective decline in other cognitive domains and that this decline is correlated with SMD. The inverse relationship between SMD severity and rsFC strength between the right body of the hippocampus and the cingulo-opercular task control, frontoparietal task control and dorsal attention networks might reflect subjective decline in executive function and attention. We did not assess subjective decline in executive function and attention in this study, but it is possible that subjective decline in these domains is correlated with SMD or that individuals perceive subjective decline in these domains as memory decline. Future studies that assess subjective decline in multiple cognitive domains will allow for an examination of the relationship between subjective decline in specific domains and rsFC strength in greater detail and would be informative.

The interactions between the right body of the hippocampus and other brain areas were closely associated with the degree of perceived memory decline at a given point in time. Left hippocampal volume was decreased in those reporting SMD though it was not associated with the strength of perceived decline at that same point in time. Smaller left hippocampal volume and subfield volumes (though these results did not survive correction for multiple comparisons) in individuals reporting SMD could represent the effects of processes that occurred earlier in the lifespan of these individuals that resulted in them being more susceptible to report SMD. Supporting this, a longitudinal study examining hippocampal atrophy in cognitively normal adults found that SMD at follow-up was associated with greater hippocampal atrophy over the prior 4-year period, but that SMD at baseline did not predict hippocampal atrophy over that same period ([@ref10]). It is also possible that being born with relatively smaller hippocampi is a risk factor for SMD later in life, though these explanations are speculative. Three recent studies that examined both rsFC patterns and structural patterns (gray matter volume, white matter tract integrity) in the same individuals found differential rsFC patterns associated with SMD but no differences in or associations with gray matter volume or white matter tract integrity and SMD ([@ref68]; [@ref31]; [@ref63]), further supporting that rsFC patterns may be more sensitive to the current state of SMD than structural patterns. Longitudinal studies tracking changes in both features over time would be valuable to developing a better understanding of the structural and functional representation of SMD in the brain.

It is interesting that the volumetric findings associated with SMD were segregated to the left hippocampus and the rsFC findings associated with SMD were largely segregated to the right hippocampus. Although there is some support for these lateralized findings in the literature, the reason for this is unclear ([@ref65]; [@ref9]; [@ref21]). As discussed above, given that the left hippocampus and left subfield volumes were smaller in those with SMD but there was no correlation between left volumes and SMD severity, smaller left hippocampal and subfield volumes may be a risk factor for SMD. It is possible that the right hippocampus may have compensated for this at younger ages in these individuals. This compensation may have ultimately led to weaker rsFC strength between the right hippocampus and several brain networks, notably the DMN, in those with SMD. Though this is speculative, such a relationship between initial compensation followed by subsequent decline in functional connectivity strength has been discussed in the literature ([@ref62]). Longitudinal studies incorporating volumetric and rsFC analyses of the hippocampus are required to test this hypothesis and will be informative in gaining a better understanding of this lateralization.

Limitations {#sec23}
-----------

A few limitations of this study are important to note. The first is our use of T1W data alone to define hippocampal subfield volumes in FreeSurfer. It is possible that this contributed to the lack of relationship between SMD severity and hippocampal volumes, although the literature does not necessarily suggest that this relationship is present in cognitively normal individuals (though see [@ref48]). Regardless, future studies may find it beneficial to include a high-resolution T2W scan to help define the hippocampal data if possible. A second limitation is the cross-sectional nature of this study. Longitudinal studies are important to help us understand how hippocampal subfield volumes and rsFC patterns change in those reporting SMD and which features and changes best predict future pathological cognitive decline. Addressing these questions will provide a better understanding of the risk of pathological, objective cognitive decline in an individual reporting SMD and may also provide a better understanding of the role of self-awareness and self-referential cognition in this phenomenon. As the participants in the present study are followed over the next several years, the relationship between the measures evaluated in this paper and future cognitive decline can be examined. The third limitation is the lack of information on AD biomarker levels (amyloid and tau) in this sample. This would allow for independent assessment of which hippocampal features associated with SMD severity are most closely associated with AD risk as well as with amyloid and tau deposition. Both longitudinal and AD biomarker data would be valuable in connecting these findings more directly to AD risk. Without this information, our results nevertheless provide a valuable contribution to our understanding of how hippocampal interactions with specific brain networks are associated with the perception of memory decline in cognitively normal aged adults.

Conclusion {#sec24}
==========

Overall, our results show that hippocampal rsFC strength is more closely associated with current SMD severity than whole hippocampal or subfield volumes. Future work should continue the detailed, multimodal, and preferably longitudinal study of the hippocampus in the context of perceived memory decline in cognitively normal aged adults in order to better understand the development and representation of this state in the brain.
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